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Example: Class Diagram

type
colour
cost

Product

Order LineItem

1..* 1..* 11... ...
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Example: Rails
rails example1
..
cd example1
..
script/generate scaffold order 
..
script/generate scaffold product type:string colour:string cost:float
..
script/generate model line_item item_id:integer order_id:integer
..

class LineItem < ActiveRecord::Base
  belongs_to :product
  belongs_to :order
end

class Product < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :line_items
end

class Order < ActiveRecord::Base
  has_many :line_items
end
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Example: Migration

class CreateLineItems < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  def self.up 
    create_table :line_items do |t| 
      t.integer :product_id, :null => false 
      t.integer :order_id, :null => false 
    end 
  end 

  def self.down 
    drop_table :line_items 
  end 
end
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A Problem?
To create a line item we need both a product 
and an order

What happens if we remove a product from 
our database?

line items should always be associated with 
valid product and order ID’s!

database has become inconsistent

we have lost referential integrity
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Foreign Key Constraints

By getting the database to enforce extra 
(foreign key) constraints, we can ensure that 
referential integrity is maintained

the database does not allow any change to 
occur if it will break its foreign key 
constraints

Note: not all databases have or enforce 
foreign key constraints!
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Soln: Migration Helper
module MigrationHelpers 
  def fk(from_table, from_column, to_table) 
    execute %(alter table #{from_table} 
      add constraint #{constraint_name(from_table, from_column)} 
      foreign key (#{from_column}) 
      references #{to_table}(id)
    ) 
  end 

  def drop_fk(from_table, from_column) 
    execute %(alter table #{from_table} 
      drop foreign key #{constraint_name(from_table, from_column)}
    ) 
  end 

  def constraint_name(table, column) 
    "fk_#{table}_#{column}" 
  end 
end 
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Note: this code should be placed in a file called migration_helpers.rb located in the lib 
directory.



Soln: Migration
class CreateLineItems < ActiveRecord::Migration 
  extend MigrationHelpers 

  def self.up 
    create_table :line_items do |t| 
      t.integer :product_id, :null => false 
      t.integer :order_id, :null => false 
    end 

    fk :line_items, :product_id, :products 
    fk :line_items, :order_id, :orders 
  end 

  def self.down 
    drop_fk :line_items, :order_id 
    drop_fk :line_items, :product_id 

    drop_table :line_items 
  end 
end 
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Searching Models

We already know we can use the find method 
to search models

You should also be aware that conditions may 
also be added as arguments to find (they’re 
used to filter the returned results!)

eg. Product.find(:all, :conditions => [‘colour = ?’, dye])

Could even wrap such a query in a Item 
model method (eg. find_all_by_colour)
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Note: custom find methods need to be defined upon the class (ie. their def-name needs to be 
prefixed by self.)



Searching Models

How about if we want to find all red shirts 
under £10?

Surely, the following has greater flexibility 
and is more readable?

Product.shirt.colour(‘red’).under(10)

Product.find(:all, :conditions => [‘type = “shirt” 
and colour = “red” and cost < 10’])
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Named Scopes
Named scopes allow you to define common 
database table queries

These queries may then be arbitrarily 
composed!

named_scope :shirt, {:conditions => [‘type = “shirt”’]}

named_scope :colour, lambda { |dye| {:conditions => [‘colour = ?’, dye]} } 

named_scope :under, lambda { |amount| {:conditions => [‘cost < ?’, amount]} }
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Note: may also use the :joins hash parameter to define table joins (see next week’s lectures). 
This is useful when you need to query through multiple tables or via many-to-many 
relationships.



More Examples

Product.shirt(‘red’)

Product.first.shirt.colour(‘green’)

Product.under(10).colour(‘purple’)
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